
Mapping the Cloudsaver Platform 
to the FinOps Foundation Framework
Four pillars of advanced solutions and core platform competencies 
deliver a complete cloud management solution.

The Cloudsaver Solutions

ASSESSMENTS
Assess and monitor spending by tenant, resource, and client. Pinpoint resource-saving opportunities 
and compliance risks for timely remediation. Use the personalized score to gauges risk and progress, 
create historical tracking, and report cost savings.

PLATFORM
The Cloudsaver platform enables holistic FinOps management of cost and usage data and 
resource metadata. With smooth connections and informative reports and dashboards you’ll get 
comprehensive cloud management, all in one powerful tool.

COMPLIANCE
Ensure real-time cloud environment compliance through resource tagging and policy visibility within 
the native environment. Scale tagging operations in real-time for enhanced visibility, operational 
efficiency, cost management, governance, and security.

FINOPS
Assess current effectiveness and forecast future costs. Leverage multi-tenant capability, detailed 
invoice visibility, and AI-enabled cost forecasting to empower precise showback cost attribution, 
informed decision-making, and optimized financial management in cloud environments.

OPTIMIZATIONS
Identify and execute potential savings by addressing unused and underutilized resources. With 
multi-tenant, real-time visibility efficiently manage and rightsize resources for optimal cost and 
development efficiency.
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The Cloudsaver Platform’s data ingestion engine integrates 
and normalizes AWS cost data, usage data, and resource 
metadata, enhancing data analysis and reporting. Its 
advanced reporting tools provide actionable insights through 
customizable dashboards and reports. The platform’s 
patented tagging technology ensures precise cost allocation 
for past and future expenses and can automate monthly 
invoice reconciliation. Additionally, it supports efficient cost 
redistribution for enhanced transparency and accountability. 
Real-time anomaly detection rapidly identifies and resolves 
potential cost issues.

The Cloudsaver Platform leverages AI-driven forecasting 
technology to enhance cloud cost planning and 
estimation. Its robust invoice management and budgeting 
capabilities allow for precise cost control and informed 
decision-making on cloud unit economics. Additionally, the 
platform supports cost optimization strategies through 
comprehensive benchmarking and savings assessments.

The Cloudsaver Platform’s optimization and compliance 
solutions ingest real-time cloud resource metadata to 
provide detailed insights and actionable recommendations 
for workload optimization. By evaluating and setting 
optimization thresholds, Cloudsaver offers prioritized 
guidance for effective cloud architecture, applicable to 
both production and pre-production stages. The platform 
highlights opportunities that maximize value, considering 
both resource limitations and business priorities.

FinOps Capability Cloudsaver Solution

Architecting for Cloud Compliance

Workload Optimization Optimizations

Licensing & SaaS -

Rate Optimization -

Cloud Sustainability -

FinOps Domain: Optimize Cloud Usage & Cost

FinOps Capability Cloudsaver Solution

Planning & Estimating FinOps

Budgeting FinOps

Unit Economics FinOps

Forecasting FinOps

Benchmarking Assessments

FinOps Domain: Quantify Business Value

FinOps Capability Cloudsaver Solution

Data Ingestion Platform

Reporting & Analytics Platform

Allocation FinOps

Anomaly Management Platform

FinOps Domain: Understand Cloud Cost & Usage
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FinOps Capability Cloudsaver Solution

FinOps Practice 
Operations Platform

FinOps Assessment Assessments

FinOps Education & 
Enablement Platform

Onboarding Workloads Compliance

Cloud Policy & 
Governance Compliance

FinOps Tools & Services -

Invoicing & Chargeback FinOps

Interesecting Disciplines Compliance

The Cloudsaver Platform is designed to enhance the 
management of FinOps practices through a suite of 
specialized solutions and features. It supports FinOps 
practice operations with “Shareable Views” for 
collaborative and transparent management, and offers 
regular, automated savings and compliance assessments 
for critical insights into cost-saving opportunities under 
FinOps assessments. The platform knowledgebase 
facilitates FinOps education & enablement by providing 
educational resources, while the AWS MAP Manager aids 
onboarding workloads by automating AWS MAP tagging 
compliance and reporting.

Cloud policy & governance is enhanced with platform 
capabilities that ensure proper resource tagging and 
management. Although there is no specific solution 
for FinOps tools & services, the platform provides a 
comprehensive cost allocation and showback solution 
for effective cloud cost management under invoicing 
& chargeback, and Tag Explorer supports intersecting 
disciplines by offering detailed tagging strategies to 
optimize resource management and policy enforcement. 
Together, these features demonstrate Cloudsaver’s 
comprehensive approach to supporting and optimizing 
FinOps practices across various organizational needs.

FinOps Domain: Manage the FinOps Practice
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